**SHOOTING YOUR SHOOTING GALLERY:**

**Practice makes perfect!**

1. **The Core Target Pod** contains the Targets and the IR Blaster.
2. **The Side Target Pods** are for additional Targets.
3. **The Main Target Pod** contains the Targets and the IR Blaster.

**Important Safety Information:**

- Do not modify your SHOOTING GALLERY by the user. Do not use it as a toy. Do not use around water. Do not use around electricity or electrical wires. Do not use around smoke or flames. Do not use around air conditioning.
- Do not mix old and new batteries, different types of batteries, standard carbon zinc, alkaline or rechargeable batteries.

**Quick Start:**

1. Once the batteries are properly inserted into the Main Target Pod, carefully insert the Cardboard Targets into the Target Pods. (Refer to the subsection “INSERTING THE TARGETS INTO THE PROPER TARGET POD SLOTS” under the section “PREPARING THE TARGET PODS”.
2. Connect the Side Target Pods to the Main Target Pod that target B matches up with socket B, and Target C matches up with Socket C. If you don’t match the Targets to the proper target pods, you will not score any points.
3. Press the Power Button on the Main Target Pod to turn on the system. If you forget to turn off the power, it will automatically turn off in about 4 minutes. Also, make sure to turn off the Main Target Pod before inserting or removing the batteries from the Main Target Pod and the IR Blaster. This will prolong the life of your batteries and allows the IR Blaster to automatically turn off when the batteries are removed.

**Troubleshooting:**

1. **The Core Target Pod** contains the Targets and the IR Blaster.
2. **The Side Target Pods** are for additional Targets.
3. **The Main Target Pod** contains the Targets and the IR Blaster.

**To Order:**

- Address: Interactive Toy Concepts, 17 Vulcan Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. M9V 1L3
- Email: info@interactive-toy-concepts.com
- Website: interactive-toy-concepts.com
- Email: info@interactive-toy-concepts.com
- Website: interactive-toy-concepts.com

**Conclusions:**

Congratulations on your purchase of the HUNTER SERIES: SHOOTING GALLERY by Interactive Toy Concepts! The HUNTER SERIES: SHOOTING GALLERY is a trademark of Interactive Toy Concepts © 2011 All Rights Reserved. Products and colors may vary. MADE IN CHINA.
**UNPACKING YOUR SHOOTING GALLERY:**

To prevent damage during shipping the SHOOTING GALLERY is securely located in the package. Please ensure that the game is safe and out of the reach of children. Plastic bags present a choking hazard to small children. Be very careful when removing the SHOOTING GALLERY to prevent damaging any of the components.

**COMPLETE PACKAGE CONTENTS AND COMPONENT BREAKDOWN:**

- **Battery Compartment Door**
- **Main Housing**
- **Hunting Stock and Push Tab**
- **Main Target Pod**
- **Side Target Pod B**
- **Side Target Pod C**
- **IR Blaster (comes in 2 easy to assemble parts)**
- **IR Blaster Wire Connector**
- **Main Housing**
- **IR Blaster**
- **Target Pods**
- **Beacon Emitter**
- **Target Pods**
- **Red Action LEDs**
- **Reload Pump**
- **Swiveling Target**
- **Score Display**
- **Speaker**
- **Infrared Receivers**
- **Cardboard Targets**
- **B Core**
- **C Core**
- **D Core**

**INSTALLING BATTERIES:**

**SHOOTING GALLERY Main Target Pod battery Installation:**

1. Ensure that the Main Target Pod is turned off.
2. Open the battery compartment door located at the bottom of the Main Target Pod by using a Phillips screwdriver (not included).
3. Insert the 4 AAA batteries according to the picture (shown). Ensure that the + and – polarities match the illustration inside the battery compartment.
4. Replace the battery compartment door and tighten the screw using the screwdriver. Do not over-tighten.

**SHOOTING GALLERY Main Target Pod battery Installation:**

1. Once the batteries are properly inserted into the Main Target Pod, press the Power Button on the Main Target Pod to turn on the system.

**CONNECTING THE SIDE TARGET PODS TO THE MAIN TARGET POD:**

Once all 3 Targets are in their proper Swiveling Target Slots you will need to connect the Side Target Pods to the Main Target Pod. Connecting this Target Pod is very easy as they are standard "telephone jacks" to connect to each other. Follow these easy steps to connect all 3 Target Pods.

1. Locate the 2 Sockets at the back of the Main Target Pod. The 2 Sockets are labeled B and C.
2. Locate the Side Target Pod B (with Target B mounted onto it). Insert the Side Target’s Wire Connector into Socket B at the back of the Main Target Pod.
3. Locate the Side Target Pod C (with Target C mounted onto it). Insert the Side Target’s Wire Connector into Socket C at the back of the Main Target Pod.

**NOTE:** IT IS CRITICAL TO CONNECT THE CORRECT TARGET TO THE CORRECT TARGET POD. BOTH SIDE TARGET PODS ARE IDENTICAL WITH THE ONLY DIFFERENCE BEING THE TARGETS THEMSELVES. THE FOLLOWING COMBINATIONS WILL WORK ONLY:

- Main Target Pod – Cardboard Target A (Bear / Hunter)
- Side Target Pod B – Cardboard Target B (Mountain Lion / Hunter)
- Side Target Pod C – Cardboard Target C (Wolf / Hunter)

**CHOOSING YOUR PLAYING LOCATION:**

The HUNTER SERIES: SHOOTING GALLERY is intended for indoor use only. The Infrared Beam used by the IR Blaster is completely safe. In order to work properly the Target Pods must face the user directly. Under normal operation, the targets will be perpendicular to the user until they enter. For the most challenging game play, the Target Pods should be placed as far apart as possible. Each Side Target Pod has a 5.5' (1.7 M) Connector Wire. When all 3 Targets are connected together, they will have a total span of about 11' (3.5 M).

The 3 Target Pods can be placed at different elevations to create a more challenging play. When all 3 Targets are close together (nearly adjacent) their Infrared Sensors may become confused and the wrong targets may be hit. The SHOOTING GALLERY will operate best in a room which does not have very bright light or many reflective surfaces. A common house room should be the ideal operating environment for the SHOOTING GALLERY.

**PLAYING WITH YOUR SHOOTING GALLERY:**

You can start playing SHOOTING GALLERY as soon as the Target Pods are assembled and the batteries are inserted. It is important to have the batteries inserted or the game will not work! Once the batteries are inserted, the toy is ready to play.

**INSTALLING BATTERIES -Continued**

**SHOOTING GALLERY IR Blaster Battery Installation:**

1. Open the battery compartment door located at the upper left side of the IR Blaster by using a Philips screwdriver (not included).
2. Insert the 3 AAA batteries according to the picture (shown). Ensure that the + and – polarities match the illustration inside the battery compartment.
3. Replace the battery compartment door and tighten the screw using the screwdriver. Do not over-tighten.

**SHOOTING GALLERY Main Target Pod battery Installation:**

1. Open the battery compartment door located at the bottom of the Main Target Pod by using a Phillips screwdriver (not included).
2. Insert the 4 AAA batteries according to the picture (shown). Ensure that the + and – polarities match the illustration inside the battery compartment.
3. Replace the battery compartment door and tighten the screw using the screwdriver. Do not over-tighten.

**ASSEMBLING THE IR BLASTER:**

The IR Blaster requires minimal assembly. By mounting the Butt Stock onto the IR Blaster, the ergonomics of the toy will be greatly improved. Removing the Butt Stock from the IR Blaster may improve its storage when not in use. Follow these simple steps to assemble the IR Blaster.

1. Locate the Main Housing of the IR Blaster as well as the Butt Stock in the package.
2. Slide the Butt Stock onto the Main Housing of the IR Blaster until it clicks into position. The Butt Stock will improve the operating environment for the SHOOTING GALLERY.

**NOTE:** To remove the Butt Stock from the IR Blaster for storage purposes, simply press the two tabs on either side of the Butt Stock that have the text "PUSH" molded into them and slide the Butt Stock off.

**PREPARING THE TARGET PODS: INSURING THE TARGETS INTO THE PROPER TARGET POD SLOTS:**

There are 3 Cardboard Targets included with the SHOOTING GALLERY. Each Target has to be mounted correctly on the proper Target Pod for the SHOOTING GALLERY game to work properly. Target A is to be mounted to the Main Target Pod. Target B and C with the 2 Side Target Pods. Please note, the 3 Side Target Pods must be mounted to the respective Side Target Pod with Target B or C. However, once Targets B and C are mounted into the Side Target Pods, the Side Target Pod B will need to be connected to the Socket with the corresponding letter (B or C) on the Main Target Pod. Follow the next steps to mount the Cardboard Targets onto their respective Swiveling Target Slots.

1. Select the matching Target Pod and Cardboard Target.
2. Note the small cut-out notch located on the bottom of the Cardboard Target. Locate the corresponding raised notch on the Swiveling Target Slot on the Target Pod.
3. Line up the notches on the Cardboard Target and the Swiveling Target Slot.
4. Gently Insert the Cardboard Target into the Swiveling Target Slot as shown.
5. Follow steps 1 through 4 for the remaining 2 Targets.

**NOTE:** IF THE NOTCHES ON THE CARDBOARD TARGET AND THE SWIVELING TARGET SLOT DO NOT MATCH UP PROPERLY, THE TARGETS WILL BE MOUNTED INCORRECTLY AND THE SHOOTING GALLERY GAME WILL NOT WORK PROPERLY!